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Abstract
Storage has always been one of the biggest pain areas in the field of IT due to high cost, need of redundancy of data
and consistent growth. Especially if your business deal with the heavy contents like audio and video files, multimedia
files, animated graphics and images etc. Whatever technologies or applications you can use but storage is the only
source of you data and information, whether it structure or unstructured data. Data is the base of any organization, so
all organizations save and keep all structured and unstructured data in multiple copies in different forms like Disk,
CD, Tapes etc. but the consistent growth and demand of storage makes it’s more painful area for every organization.
Cloud storage has emerged as a great innovation in the field of storage where all of your storage demands fulfilled by
the third party cloud service provider remotely [1] [2]. You don’t need to spend huge money on storage as well don’t
need to worried about consistent growth and future demand, however like other cloud service delivery models, there
are still certain challenges exist like security, gateways and access model, encryption etc. which is bothering lots of
organizations for acceptance of cloud storage. My research article will focus on all different cloud storage models,
gateways and their related challenges.

I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud storage has dramatically decreases the cost of on premise storage models. In terms of architecture and access,
it’s completely different from the traditional storage media, and which makes it more challenging. It’s completely
managed by a third party cloud storage provider and you can access your data via internet using different protocols
and methods. It’s completely relies on internet where you data move between your device and cloud storage provider
network via public network (Public Cloud Storage), and you remotely access it from anywhere. There is no specific
standard as of now, and each cloud storage service provider has implemented their own different ways to reach and
access data from their hosting cloud service storages [3] [4]. For security reasons, your data is transferred over the
internet using secure https protocol, and all data remains in encrypted form during transfer over the internet. Further
deduplication kind of feature is utilized to optimally utilize the network bandwidth where unnecessary duplicate data
is filtered to travel over network again and again.
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Fig 1 Cloud Storage High Level Model

II. CLOUD STORAGE MODELS
Like different cloud service delivery models, there are three cloud storage models -

A. Public Cloud Storage
Public cloud storage is just like public cloud model where your complete storage is stored over a public cloud. It’s a
multitenant shared model, where you can access it from anywhere, from any device using a proper internet
connection. Since its deal with the public internet, so all risks and threats are same as exist with the public cloud
model [4]. All security access models are in place, but still due to public network it’s a big concern especially if you
are dealing with some critical and sensitive data. Since you can access it from anywhere using valid credentials and
role assign to you or by you, so you need more administrative control over public cloud storage model.

B. Private Cloud Storage
Private cloud as its names sounds, it’s a private cloud of storage which is especially dedicated for your organization
only. It’s much safer then public cloud model and mostly used by organizations deal with critical and sensitive data
like bank account information’s, customers other private information’s etc. it can be on premises or externally hosted.
Due to private ownership, you have good administrative control over private cloud storage [6] [7].
See below figure to understand High Level Difference between Public and Private Cloud based storage
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Fig 2 Public and Private Cloud Comparison

C. Hybrid Cloud Storage
Hybrid cloud storage is a combination of both, public and private cloud storage. Here you can distribute your data storage
between both based on their criticality and functionality. Like critical data you can save on private cloud storage and other
noncritical data you can save on public cloud storage, or based on growth and heavy requirements, you can offload heavy
data to public cloud storage [8].
See below figure to understand High Level Difference between Public, Private and Hybrid cloud based storage

Fig 3 Public, Private and Hybrid Storage Comparison
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III. CLOUD STORAGE GATEWAYS
Cloud based storage is totally on the cloud storage service provider premises and an end user, to access it you have to
be some mechanism to access it remotely. Customer Storage Gateways are different hardware’s of software’s which
you can use to access storage remotely. All respective hardware’s or software’s existing on the customer premises
who wanted to access cloud storage, all such mediator hardware’s or software’s are called cloud storage gateway’s.
There are different ways to connect and access cloud storage and almost all cloud storage service providers has
implemented their own way to provide access to clients. This is one of the panic areas due to lack of some universal
standards in terms of security since all of your data travel across public network if it’s public cloud storage. Gateway
allows incompatible technologies to communicate with each other transparently by providing basic protocol
translation [9]. There are different kinds of protocols used to access cloud storage. As of now, most of the public
providers reply on internet protocols and prefer RESTful API over https instead of traditional NAS (Network
Attached Storage) or SAN (Storage Area Network) protocols [9] [10]. Most of the cloud storage providers some great
features like deduplication and compressions technologies which greatly reduce the cost as well increase the
performance and efficiency. Most of the cloud service providers have replaced gateway word with controllers as it
does more work than just a gateway. If you think the difference between on premises and cloud storage is only the
location of storage, then it’s not true. There is a great difference between on premises and cloud based storage
connectivity which makes it more complicated and challenging.

Below are some standard ways implemented by different cloud service providers to provide access to cloud storage

A. API protocols
One of the great difference between traditional storage based access and cloud storage based access is the
connectivity, how end user or clients can connect to storage and access the contents. Major differentiator is the API
based connectivity which most of the cloud storage based providers providing as of now rather than using traditional
NAS or SAN protocol connectivity. This API based connectivity you can say is a great innovation especially for
developers and programmer but in parallel it’s totally incompatible and painful wherever you have legacy
applications [10].

Some of the Cloud Storage based API protocols implemented by various providers as of now are below –

SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol)
SOAP is standard set of rules for Extensible Markup Language (XML)-based message exchange. It uses transport
protocols like HTTP/HTTPS (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) and SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol). Since its web
based and flow securely through secure protocols (HTTPS) and firewalls, so it can communicate with different
programming languages and programs over the network [10].

REST (Representational State Transfer)
REST is flexible and much easier then SOAP. It’s based on completely stateless architecture which read and parses
XML based web pages. It’s based on client and server program, where server programs used to serve data and client
programs to request for data.
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FASP (Fast and Secure Protocol)
FASP is proprietary of Aspera which is used for bulk migration or bulk moving of data. One of the great feature of
FASP is it’s re-sent the packets those are marked as dropped only. It’s an alternate solution of TCP (Transmission
Control Protocol) based transport methods [11].

B. File-based protocols supported by cloud storage gateways
It’s another way or gateway to make cloud storage available for the local network. Cloud storage is completely object
storage based and exposed to the outer world as web service [12]. You can access it programmatically using some
SOAP kind of protocols using API’s, so if you are going to access it using some file based protocols, then here has to
be a physical or virtual device or appliance for translations between cloud storage API protocols and file based
protocols to make it accessible.

IV. CLOUD STORAGE CHALLENGES
Despite of so many benefits, why most of the organizations still has not accepted the cloud storage solution? The
reason is still open limitations and challenges. Major challenge is data integrity. Since your complete data is exist over
third party cloud storage service provider, so it’s big challenge for most of the organizations specially those deals with
critical customer and information [12] [13]. Apart from security of data, there are few more open challenges exist
where some universal standards need to be implemented to make this solution under proper governance and
compliance so that any organizations can accept it without any hesitations.
Some of the open concerns and challenges are as below –

Data Transfer Rate & Performance
Data transfer rate and performance till an open issues since your complete data is exist over cloud provider premises
storages which you need to access remotely from anywhere, depend on the distance between you and your service
providers and bandwidth limitations and latency issues, it’s still a big challenge.

Data Types
All kind of data are not suited for remote access and it’s a cost constraint if you are going to buy high bandwidth for
the same.
Bandwidth and Latency
High bandwidth do not work in case you have some latency issues due to certain more reasons like, chattiness of the
network protocols, speed of light limitations which could lead to the bad end user experience.

Hybrid Storage Requirements
If you are dealing with mix kind of data like critical and noncritical then you wouldn’t be eliminate your data center
storage network as you have to deal with your critical data on premises and noncritical data can be over cloud, but
access and integrations in hybrid model may increase complexities and cost due to lots of other components like
hardware, software etc. requirements.
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Availability & Security
As I have mentioned earlier, security and data availability is still a big challenge as your complete data resides in a
third party service provider premises, and which makes you insure feelings as well with respect to data availability.
Certain questions in your mind would be, how secure is my data, what if my data will be corrupted, where the backup
will be placed, what is the restore time, is there any chance of complete data loss etc.

Bandwidth Limitations
Bandwidth limitation over public cloud is still a limiting factor especially if you are dealing with very heavy data
however vendors are still working and providing some features like deduplication and compression which decrease the
required bandwidth as well as in parallel increase the performance [13].

Manageability
Manageability is also still a big concern since while you select a cloud vendor you may actually locked in yourself
with a particular vendor, and there is no process or standards exist to move in from one cloud provider to another, and
even you don’t have any specific standards or ways to identify a cloud provider exactly according to your requirements

Protocol Translations and Interoperability
This is also one of the major concerns in cloud storage. All on premises techniques used FC(Fiber Cable), iSCSI to
connect with the network storage while cloud storage protocols work only in file protocols like CIFS, NFS etc., and
you can connect to both public and private cloud storages only via REST (HTTP based ) or SOAP API’s. So the access
and interoperability issues between your existing applications and cloud make it complex in terms of adoptions and
implementation [14] [15].

CONCLUSION
Cloud storage is one the great evolution in the filed IT. Large number of organizations has started using it to take
benefits. But in parallel, lots of challenges have started surfacing as soon as more organizations from different sectors
have started implementing the same. Major concern is data integrity and security, but still lots of implementation and
performance related challenges are there as I have explained above in respective sections. Since all provider deals
with their own standards and ways to implement the cloud solutions, thus it’s not easy to address all challenges until
and unless there is a single governance body to controls all risks, threats and concerns. There has to be some
universal standard and governance body in place which should governs all the challenges with respect to the cloud
storage.
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